
DOCTORAL DISSERTATION IN APA STYLE

APA style guide - How to cite thesis/dissertation in your reference list. Title of dissertation/thesis (Unpublished doctoral
dissertation [OR] Unpublished master's .

Additionally, your title page should have a running head that is slightly different from the rest of your
dissertation. Paiz, J. Exercise and osteoarthritis of the knee Unpublished master's dissertation. Begin your
abstract below this, and be sure it fits on one page. Keep in mind that your institution may also have its own
template, style guide, or dissertation format document that you must adhere to in tandem with the APA
manual. UMI No. American Psychological Association  Your abstract should be less than words and not
indented. Dissertation is either for a master's or a bachelor's degree with honours. All major headings, front
matter, and back matter should appear in your table of contents. Be sure to refer to your APA manual often
while formatting your dissertation. Always check the title page, or subsequent pages, to determine exactly
what the work is Use the information there for your APA reference At Auckland University of Technology
and other NZ universities Thesis is either for a doctoral or a master's degree. Second level headings are
left-aligned, bolded, and in title case. All of this information should be located in the top half of the page and
your entire title page should be double-spaced. Terminology Thesis and dissertation can mean different things,
depending on which institution the work is from. Front Matter APA style provides strict guidelines for
organizing your front matter, in terms of both order and appearance. The first page of the actual body of your
text will be numbered with standard Arabic numerals 1. Reference list: Articles in periodicals. The running
head appears in all uppercase letters in the top left corner of the page. Adolescents' parent and peer relations
and romantic outcomes in young adulthood Doctoral dissertation. Reference list: Books. Acknowledgements
pageâ€”This page is also optional but very common. Beneath your title, enter your name, and beneath that,
enter your university. Thesis, dissertation or exegesis? Please call or email us at any time for a free
consultation and price quote. The title may span one to two lines. All fonts should be 12 point, except for
within tables and figures where it may be reduced to 10 point. Most dissertations require all front matter to be
numbered with Roman numerals. Reference list entry: Knight, A. Marginsâ€”Each margin should be 1 inch
wide. Your appendices will follow your reference list, if applicable. Title of doctoral dissertation or master's
thesis Doctoral dissertation or Master's thesis, the name of the University, city, country. The page number is
omitted from the title page. Name of Institution, Location. These are just a few basics to help you with
formatting your paper or dissertation. Back Matter References and appendices will follow the conclusion of
the body of your dissertation. Per APA style, the title of your paper should appear again at the top, centered,
not bolded though this may be omitted if required by your institution. APA requires that your front matter will
include the following pages in sequence: Title pageâ€”Enter your title in title case upper and lowercase letters
, centered. Abstractâ€”Your abstract will be on the page immediately following your title page. All
justification should be flush left except your title page and headings, when applicable and paragraph
indentations should be one half inch from the margin. Allow for 5 spaces between the end of the running
header and the page numbers. Publication manual of the American Psychological Association 6th ed. Lawrick,
E.


